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Abstract

The higher-spin structure of 38Cl (N = 21) was investigated following the 26Mg(14C, pn) reaction

at 30 and 37 MeV. The outgoing protons were detected in an E − ΔE Si telescope placed at 0◦

close to the target with a Ta beam stopper between the target and telescope. Multiple γ rays were

detected in time coincidence with the protons using an enhanced version of the FSU γ detection

array. The level scheme was extended up to 8420 keV with a likely spin of 10 �. A new multishell

interaction was developed guided by the experimental information. This FSU interaction was built

by fitting to the energies of 270 experimental states from 13C to 51Ti. Calculations using the FSU

interaction reproduce observed properties of 38Cl rather well, including the spectroscopic factors.

The interaction has been successfully used to interpret the 1p1h and 2p2h configurations in some

nearby nuclei as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of shell structures, specially with increasing proton-neutron imbalance, can

provide valuable insights into the finite many-body problem. The exploration of an exotic

region in the chart of nuclides with extreme N/Z ratios, the so called “island of inversion”

region, has cast doubt on the persistence of the classical magic numbers and revealed the

fragility of the shell gaps that lead to the magic numbers. The nuclei with Z = 10 ∼ 12 and

N ≈ 20 have been found to have ground states dominated by the intruder configurations

from the upper fp shell orbitals [1–6] and the anomalous property was interpreted as the

reduction of the N = 20 shell gap. The immediate question emerged after the revelation of

the shell gap reduction was how does this change happen along an isotopic or isotonic chain.

Explaining this trend of shell evolution or structural evolution has been a great challenge

to the nuclear structure models. The monopole parts of the shell model have long been

recognized to play the major role in the evolution of shell structure. While some models

[7, 8] are very successful in explaining the the very neutron rich sd shell isotopes, they were

unable to explain the intruder states of some nuclei within the same isotopic chain [9], or

simply some other sd nuclei which are not even very neutron rich [10]; meaning that their

monopoles are not well determined to explain the shell gap evolution. This demonstrates

the lack of a consistent shell model treatment for the intruder states of the sd shell which

are sensitive to the shell gaps and, hence, very informative to describe the shell gap evolution.

The current experimental investigation focuses on the structure of moderately neutron

rich 38Cl with Z = 17 and N = 21 having the valence protons in the sd shell and one

valence neutron within the fp shell. Both normal and intruder states of 38Cl are valuable

to understand the N = 20 shell gap evlolution. This nucleus has long been recognized as

providing a window into the interactions between π0d3/2 and νf7/2 nucleons, since the first 4

states (2−, 5−, 3−, and 4−) comprise the expected multiplet [11]. More recently, a study of γ

decay of 38Cl following production in a binary grazing reaction revealed a cluster of 3 energy

states around 3.5 MeV, one of which was suggested to involve an f7/2 proton coupled to

maximum spin (7+) with the f7/2 neutron [10]. Other investigations studying 38Cl, including

β decay, transfer reactions, and neutron capture [11–18], have not proposed any state of

spin greater than 5 �. The availability of a 14C beam in conjunction with our γ-detector
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array has allowed further exploration of the higher-spin structure of 38Cl to elucidate the

role of excitations across the N = 20 shell.

Comparison with microscopic structure models has proved very fruitful in the past in

interpreting level schemes, but were limited by the need to adjust the N = 20 shell gap for

cross-shell excitations for different nuclei [9, 10, 19–21]. Therefore, we decided to develop

a microscopic effective interaction based on fitting the shell model cross-shell interaction

matrix elements over a wide range of particle-hole states in nuclei across the sd shell and

beyond. The main focus was to tune the monopole terms across the shell gaps, N = 8

and N = 20 to reproduce the observed experimental data. The valence space of the new

FSU interaction comprises the spsdpf model space, compatible to the normal and intruder

states of the sd shell isotopes. The shell model calculations using FSU interaction have been

performed in this work to better understand the structure of 38Cl and some nearby isotopes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND PROCEDURES

The experiment was performed at the John D. Fox laboratory at Florida State University

using the 26Mg(14C, pn)38Cl fusion-evaporation reaction. Two beam energies, 30 and 37

MeV, were delivered by the FSU Tandem accelerator. A 770-μg/cm2 self-supporting target,

isotopically enriched to 99.6% in 26Mg and backed by a 25-μm thick tantalum stopper, was

used. Coincident γ rays were detected with the FSU γ detector array consisting of three

“clover” detectors, each having four HPGe crystals, and three single-crystal Ge detectors.

For this experiment three more unsuppressed clover detectors from Oak Ridge National

Laboratory were added to the array. Four clover detectors along with a single crystal one

were paced at 900, two clovers at 1350 and the rest two single crystal detectors were place

at 450 angles. The emitted charged particles were detected and identified using an E −ΔE

silicon telescope with thicknesses of 1.0 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. The particle telescope

was placed at 00 with respect to the beam direction. Protons, deuterons, tritons, and alphas

were clearly separated in the E−ΔE telescope, and the proton gate was chosen in order to

select γ-rays in 38Cl.
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The energy and efficiency calibrations of the γ detection system were performed using

a calibrated 152Eu source from NIST [22] and a shorter-lived 56Co source made at FSU.

Doppler corrections of the γ-ray energies were carried out with β (v/c) values of 0.0172 and

0.0190 for the beam energies of 30 and 37 MeV, respectively. Two symmetric Eγ − Eγ

matrices with and without the detection of one proton were created for building the level

scheme.

To help with spin assignments for the newly observed states, a Directional Correlation

of the γ rays de-exciting Oriented states (DCO) analysis [23] was performed. For that, an

asymmetric Eγ-Eγ square matrix was created by using the detectors at 900 on one axis and

those at 1350 on the other. The experimental DCO ratio used here is,

RDCO =
Iγ2(at 135

0 gated by γ1 at 90
0)

Iγ2(at 900 gated by γ1 at 1350)
(1)

where, Iγ2 denotes the intensity of the γ transition whose multipolarity is to be measured

and γ1 is the gating transition. If the gating transition is a pure stretched dipole type, the

RDCO ∼1 for a pure dipole transition and RDCO ∼2 for a pure quadrupole transition. On

the other hand, if the gating transition is a pure stretched quadrupole transition, RDCO ∼1

for a pure quadrupole transition and RDCO ∼0.5 for a pure dipole transition. The system-

atic errors for the DCO ratio method are relatively small since γ1 and γ2 are measured in

coincidence. In order to test the correlation of the emitted γ rays in the DCO ratio analysis,

we have measured the RDCO of known transitions in 38Ar present in the same data set. The

transitions at energies 670 and 1822 keV are reported as dipole [24], which agrees very well

with our measurements, as shown in Fig. 1.

In conjunction with the angular correlation analysis, linear polarization measurements of

the Compton-scattered γ rays between crystals of the clover detectors were carried out for

the parity assignment to many of the states. This measurement was conducted by using

the four clover detectors at 900 where the polarization is maximum. A clover detector

consisting of four crystals performs as four Compton polarimeters where each crystal acts as

a scatterer and the two adjacent crystals act as absorbers. The electric or magnetic nature
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of a transition can be extracted from the polarization asymmetry of the γ ray when it hits

one crystal of a clover detector and Compton scatters to an adjacent crystal in the same

clover. The experimental polarization asymmetry of the Compton scattered γ ray is defined

as [25]

Δ =
a(Eγ)N⊥ −N‖

a(Eγ)N⊥ +N‖

(2)

In the above expression, N⊥ and N‖ are the numbers of Compton scattered photons of

a given γ energy along the perpendicular and parallel directions measured with respect to

the beam direction. The scaling factor a(Eγ) is defined as

a(Eγ) =
N‖(unpolarized)

N⊥(unpolarized)
(3)

The factor a(Eγ) was measured in the current analysis by using 152Eu and 56Co sources

over an energy range of 344 to 2597 keV and was found to be 1.01 (1). Also, no energy

dependence was observed in a(Eγ). Hence, for a pure electric transition, Δ > 0 because an

electric transition prefers scattering perpendicular to the beam axis in this type of experi-

ment. On the other hand, Δ < 0 for a pure magnetic transition because it favors parallel

scattering along the beam axis [26] [27]. The polarization sensitivity was measured using the

p+24Mg resonance reaction at Ep = 6035 keV, forming a (9/2+) state in 25Al at 8077 keV

[28]. This state decays back by proton emission partially to the 4123-keV 4+ state in 24Mg,

leaving it 67% [29] polarized. We have measured the polarization asymmetry of the 2754

(4+ → 2+) and 1369 (2+ → 0+) keV γ decay cascades, which are found to be consistent with

their electric nature (Fig. 2) as reported in the literature [24]. A further sensitivity test was

performed by examining the two transitions of 38Ar at 670-(M-type) and 1822-(E-type) keV

energies which were found (Fig. 2) to be in good agreement with the literature [24]. All of

the measured polarization asymmetries for the γ rays of 38Cl along with the test cases are

shown in Fig. 2.
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III. ANALYSES AND RESULTS

The level scheme of 38Cl as deduced from the present work is shown in Fig. 3. Judicious

investigations using proton−γ − γ coincidences and consideration of the observed intensity

patterns helped us to add eleven new γ transitions to the level structure, leading to six

new states of 38Cl. The level scheme was extended up to 8420 keV energy, along with

spin-parity assignments to a number of states. Figure 4 shows proton gated γ − γ coinci-

dence spectra confirming a number of the new γ transitions. The measured γ-ray energies,

multipolarities of the transitions, and suggested spins and parities are summarized in Table I.

The lowest 2−, 5−, 3−, 4− multiplet, resulting primarily from the π(d3/2)
1⊗ ν(f7/2)

1 con-

figuration, was observed in most of the the previous studies and also verified in the current

work. The isomeric transition from the 671-keV, 5− state (t1/2=715) to the ground state

was not observed in the current analysis, because the time gate for the coincident events in

the current experiment of 100 ns. However, we observed a number of transitions decaying to

this state because it is the first excited state and has the highest spin below 3300 keV. Two

more previously known non-yrast states at 1617 and 1784 keV were also observed with the

confirmation of three γ transitions from them. No spin assignment had been made to the

1784 keV state earlier. The current data allowed us to measure the DCO ratio of the 1029

keV transition decaying from this state. The RDCO value measured in the dipole 755-keV

gate is 1.05 (4) (Fig. 1), which indicates the 1029-keV transition has multipolarity 1. Since

the state decays to a 3− level, we suggest spin 4 following the nature of fusion-evaporation

reactions of populating higher spin states.

In Ref. [10], O’ Donnel et al. discussed possible assignments of 7+, 6+, and 5+ to the

states at energies of 3349, 3639 and 3809 keV, generated from the (f7/2)
2 configurations,

though no experimental analysis was presented to assign spins or parities. We have observed

these 3 states at slightly different energies of 3352, 3643 and 3814 keV. The RDCO measure-

ment gated from the well-established dipole 638-keV transition implies that the transition at

2044 keV is of stretched dipole type, as shown in Fig. 1. The transition at 2680 keV was not

observed in any γ-ray gate of previously known multipolarity in the current data. Therefore,

we measured RDCO of the 292 keV γ from the 638-keV gate, and found that the 292-keV
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line is a dipole type transition. Then we used the 292 keV transition as a gate for the 2680

keV γ to measure its RDCO. The same procedure was followed for the transitions which

are not in coincidence with any γ of known multipolarity. However, the DCO ratio of the

strong transition at 2680 keV looks indecisive while gated from the 292-keV transition. The

electric character of the 2680-keV transition was confirmed by measuring its polarization

asymmetry, as displayed in Fig. 2.

Combining the RDCO of the 2044-and 2680-keV transitions along with the polarization

asymmetry measurement of the 2680 keV line, we propose spin-parity of 5+ to the 3352 keV

level. According to this Jπ assignment the γ at 2680 keV is a non-stretched transition and

that might be the reason for its anomalous RDCO value. Also, a new transition at 1567 keV

was observed from the 3352-keV level decaying to the 1784-keV state. The measured RDCO

value of the 1567-kev γ-ray decaying from the 3352-keV level suggests that the transition is

of dipole type (Fig. 1). Hence, it is clear that the spin of the previously observed 1784-keV

level is 4 � as proposed before. The RDCO values for the 292- and 171-keV transitions are

0.88(3) and 0.83(4), respectively, while measured in the dipole gate at 638 keV (Fig. 1),

indicating dipole type. Also, both transitions are magnetic in character according to the

measured polarization asymmetry (Fig. 2), which means that the 292-and 171-keV decays

are of M1 type. Following the tendency of fusion-evaporation reactions to favor higher spin

states, there are strong indications that the 3643- and 3814-keV levels are the yrast 6+ and

7+ states, respectively. These assignments agree with those in Ref. [10] that all three are

positive parity and higher spin states. However, we suggest a change of spin sequence in

concordance with the DCO ratios and polarization asymmetry measurements. Confirmation

of the previous suggestion of positive parity to these 3 states is significant because it implies

that they are intruder states with one additional particle promoted across the N=20 shell

gap having parity opposite to the ground state, just the type of states we want to study

further.

This rich data set and the tendency of heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions to favor

higher spin states allowed considerable further exploration of the structure of 38Cl. A new

excited state at 4587 keV was built with the observation of the 733-keV transition which

decays to the 3814-keV 7+ level. No RDCO or polarization asymmetry measurement was
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possible for this weak transition. Two newly observed γ transitions at 1020 and 1190 keV

decaying to the 3814- and 3643-keV states, respectively, imply a new state at 4833 keV.

The DCO ratio analysis of the 1190-keV transition suggests it is of quadrupole type. No

RDCO measurement was possible for the 1020-keV γ-ray since this is a weak transition and

not adequately resolved from the 1029-keV line. Since both transitions from this level decay

to the highest spin states previously known, 7+ and 6+, and transitions are seen from even

higher in the level scheme, the 4833-keV state must have higher, rather than lower spin,

leading to an assignment of 8 �. No polarization measurement was possible for any of these

transitions. However, since the level decays to the positive parity and higher spin states, it

is very likely to be the yrast (lowest state of a given spin) 8+ state. A new level at 5966

keV was built with the observation of a γ transition at 1133 keV. Judicious gating helped

to place this line above the 4833-keV state. The transition is of dipole type according to

the RDCO value (Fig. 1). Because no other transition was observed from this state and

the polarization of the emitted γ-ray could not be measured, we propose any of the spins

7, 8, or 9 � for the state. Another new level at 6145 keV was observed to emit two γ rays

of energies 1311 and 2331 keV. The decay patterns and the measured multipolarities of

the associated γ transitions suggest spin 9 � for this level. Positive parity was confirmed

by observing the electric type character of the 2331-keV transition, Fig. 2. Two new γ

transitions at 1633 and 1816 keV are found to decay from the 7779-keV level. No DCO

ratio or polarization measurement was possible for either of these transitions because of

insufficient statistics, thus leaving the state with unassigned spin and parity. The highest

energy state observed in the current analysis is at 8420 keV and decays to the 6145-keV level

via a 2275-keV γ transition. The polarization asymmetry shows that Δ for the transition

is very close to zero and it can be either electric or magnetic type within the error bar, see

Fig. 2. However, the intensity of the transition at 2275 keV is higher than that decay from

the 7779-keV state. Hence, it is more probable that the 8420-keV state is an yrast state

instead of the 7779-keV state. There will be more discussions on these states in the theory

section.

As seen in Fig. 1, the 2331-keV γ decaying from the 6145-keV state is of quadrupole

type. In the 2331-keV gate, we were able to see γ transitions decaying from the 3643- and

3814-keV states very clearly and could measure RDCO of the transitions from this gate as
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displayed in Fig. 5. RDCO values for the 292- and 171-keV γ transitions were measured as

0.59 (5) and 0.57 (5) in the 2331 keV gate , meaning that they are of dipole type which are

consistent with those measured in the 638 keV gate. A RDCO measurement in the 2331-keV

gate was made for the previously known transition at 3142 keV, decaying from the 3814-keV

level. The value is close to 1 and, because it was from a quadrupole gate, we can conclude

that the transition is also of quadrupole type. The polarization asymmetry measurement as

shown in Fig. 2 suggests the transition is of magnetic type. The stretched M2 multipolarity

of the 3142-keV γ transition provides added confidence in the Jπ assignment of 7+ to the

3814 keV state.

IV. THE FSU EFFECTIVE INTERACTION FOR THE spsdfp SHELL MODEL

SPACE

The nuclear shell model studies have been successfully carried out for a long time with

gradually expanded reach [30, 31]. Studies where the valence space is restricted to a single

major harmonic oscillator shell have been done in the lower p, sd, and pf shells, resulting

in reliable, empirically established interactions [32–34] with a relatively small number of

parameters and achieving a root-mean-squared (rms) deviation from experimental data of

just a couple hundred keV.

While the insight gained from these studies is indeed invaluable, as we move towards

higher spins and larger proton-neutron asymmetries, the need to include multiple shells

and allow for multi-particle-hole excitations becomes apparent. Our goal was to build an

interaction for a (0+1)�ω space including one-particle one-hole (1p1h) excitations across

the oscillator shells. This choice allows for a systematic description of both natural and

unnatural parity states (parity opposite to that of the ground state) while ensuring the

removal of spurious center-of-mass states. Furthermore, one should be careful in selecting

experimental data to fit, in order to avoid excited states that cannot be properly described

within the model space. The inclusion of 1p1h states in particular makes the fit sensitive to

the cross-shell matrix elements, a previously poorly constrained component of the interac-

tion, and the main focus of this fit.
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As a starting point for the fitting procedure we used a modified version of the WBP

interaction [40] which has also been applied in the past with relative success in this mass

region for lower A. The model space for WBP interaction consists of four major oscillator

shells, 0s, 0p, 1s0d, 0f1p, though no modification was made related to 0s shell in this work.

The initial modifications consisted of replacing the sd-shell single particle energies (SPEs)

and two body matrix elements (TBMEs) with those of the USDB interaction [39], and the

pf shell ones with those of the GXPF1A interaction [34]. This further reduced the deviation

from experiment for all sd-shell natural parity states and gave a somewhat more realistic

description of the pf shell interaction. In previous publications, we found that corrections to

the single particle energies where necessary in order to correctly describe spectra [9, 20, 21].

Hence, we focused on the SPEs, as well as the TBMEs affecting the monopole contributions

to the energy. For the rest of the discussion, the fitted values correspond to shifts from the

original SPEs and TBMEs.

Given the extensiveness of the model space there was no hope of fitting all SPEs and

TBMEs separately, and thus we had to predetermine the important contributions to the

spectra on physical grounds. For the sd-fp cross-shell interaction, since the 1p1/2 orbital

is relatively high in energy, and thus not as sensitive to our dataset, we considered only a

combined monopole correction with all the sd-shell orbits, namely we assumed that the ad-

ditional monopole interaction introduced in the Hamiltonian has the same strength between

the 1p1/2 orbital and each of the 1s1/2, 0d3/2 and 0d5/2 orbits. The two different isospin

channels (T = 0, 1) of this monopole were fit as separate values. On the other hand, the

0d5/2 orbital is deeply bound for most nuclei considered here, and, hence we considered only

the monopole terms with the 1p3/2 and 0f7/2 pf -shell orbitals, again with different isospin

channels which amounts to four additional parameters. For the rest of the sd-fp cross shell

interaction the remaining set of matrix elements (0f7/2 − 1s1/2, 0f7/2 − 0d3/2, 1p3/2 − 0s1/2,

and 1p3/2 − 0d3/2) is more important and here we selected all multipole-multipole density

terms; going beyond monopole which corresponds to scalar. Again due to the different

isospin values, this amounts to 24 parameters included in the fit. For the 0p-sd cross-shell

matrix elements we varied only the monopole terms, namely those terms in the Hamiltonian

that are given by the product of two number operators for the single-particle orbits involved.
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With two 0p orbits and 3 sd orbits there are total of 6 such parameters. To ensure that

inclusion of the lower p-shell does not modify the binding energies and spectra of the 0�ω

states in sd nuclei from those of USDB, we modified the sd-shell single particle energies

simultaneously with the monopole terms. Finally, for the fp shell we started with GXPF1A

interaction [34] but since more than just monopoles were varied for the cross-shell, it was

impossible to keep the results for the fp shell nuclei unchanged from the original GXPF1A.

To compensate for this, and given that fp interactions are less established phenomenologi-

cally than those in sd or 0p shells, we allowed all 4 SPEs and the 30 TBMEs between 0f7/2

and 1p3/2 to vary.

The total number of varied parameters was 70 which were fitted to the 270 experimental

observed states compiled from the Ref. [24]. Out of the total 270 states, 224 are sensitive

to the N = 8 and N = 20 shell gaps. These 224 states consisted of the intruder states of

0p and sd shell isotopes along with the normal and intruder states of sd shell isotopes with

N > 20. Among these 224 energy states, the ones arise from at least two nucleons within

the fp shell are also sensitive to the fp parameters varied. The rest 46 states are 0p0h states

for pure fp shell isotopes which were included in the fit in order to better constrain the fp

shell TBMEs between the 0f7/2 and 1p3/2 orbitals. The list of isotopes included in the fit

is displayed in Fig. 6. The minimization procedure followed the method described in [39].

Given the starting Hamiltonian, we iteratively solved the eigenvalue problem for all nuclei

of interest and using the resulting wave functions we linearized the energies in terms of the

fit parameters and minimized the χ2 deviation from experiment resulting in new values for

the fit. Not all linear combinations of the parameters were sensitive to the data chosen and

some appeared to be strongly correlated. For this reason, the inverse of the error matrix

defining the curvatures in the multidimensional space near the χ2 minimum was generally

ill conditioned. We followed the standard procedure and by diagonalization of the error

matrix we selected 40 linear combinations of parameters that correspond to directions in

the parameter space with largest curvature near the minimum. Once the best fit parameters

were determined the whole procedure was iterated starting from a new Hamiltonian. We

reached the convergence after 6 iterations with an overall rms deviation from experiment of

190 keV.
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V. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS ON 38CL

The lowest four states in 38Cl (2−, 5−, 3−, and 4−) have long been considered to arise

from the π0d3/2 ⊗ ν0f7/2 configuration, although it was also realized that π0d3/2 ⊗ ν1p3/2

could contribute to the 2− and 3− states. The comparison of measured [11] and calculated

properties of several of the lower states are shown in Table II. The agreement in energy is

very good, but it should be noted that the energies of the first 4 excited states were among

the 270 ones used in the fit. The calculated occupancies of the orbitals which appear to

play a role in the structures are shown. They show that the lowest 2−, 5−, 3−, and 4−

states do involve primarily the π0d3/2 and ν0f7/2 orbitals, and, as suspected, there is some

occupancy of ν1p3/2 for the lower spin states. Interestingly, the second 3− state involves

somewhat more ν1p3/2 than ν0f7/2. The νf7/2 and ν1p3/2 occupation numbers of the second

4− state are very similar to the first 4− with a dominant proton excitation from the π1s1/2

to πd3/2 orbital as shown in Table II. Fortunately, there is an excellent older measurement of

37Cl(d, p) spectroscopic factors (s.f.) which tests these configurations [11], as shown in Table

II. In fact, direct observation of the angular distributions reveals an � = 1 component for the

2− and 3− states. For numerical comparison, the calculated s.f. using the FSU interaction

are also presented. It can be seen that the predicted s.f. are consistent to those measured

before [11]. The measured and calculated s.f. for the second 4− state are consistent with the

(νf7/2)
1 ⊗ (π1s1/2)

−1 hole configuration which would be only weakly present in the ground

state configuration of 37Cl. A comparison of the measured lifetimes [24] on many of these

states has been presented in Table III. The typical effective charges of 0.5 e and 1.5 e for

the neutron and proton, respectively, were used. The calculations are within a factor of two

of experiment, which are still satisfactory given the experimental uncertainties and the shell

model sensitivity to the harmonic oscillator length.

The energies of the states observed in the present experiment are compared in Fig. 7 with

shell model calculations using the newly developed FSU interaction for both 0p0h and 1p1h

(relative to that of the g.s.) configurations. Table IV shows the energies and occupancies for

selected 1p1h and 2p2h states calculated with the FSU interaction. It can be seen that there

are good theoretical 1p1h candidates for the experimental 5+, 6+, and 7+ closely spaced

triplet, although not with the same ordering. Interestingly, there is a triplet of 0p0h π = -
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states predicted in the same energy range (see Fig. 7), but with a 4− instead of 7+ state, and

the 6− state actually lies 127 keV below the 6+ one. However, the predicted 0p0h 7− state

lies at 8357 keV, showing that the yrast sequence passes from 0p0h to 1p1h between 6 and 7

�. This big jump of 4.6 MeV from 6− to 7− results from the high energy cost of promoting

a particle out of the deep 0d5/2 orbital which substantially exceeds the energy “cost” of

promoting one from 0d3/2 to 0f7/2. A similar result has been seen in calculations for other

nuclei in the upper sd shell. The strong tendency of heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions

to populate yrast or near yrast states means that the newly observed, higher-spin states will

not have 0p0h. Because we observe states fed by decay of higher-lying, higher-spin states

and parity-changing electromagnetic transitions are generally weaker, this tendency favors

populating even the non-yrast 5+ and 6+ state before the γ decay strength flows into the

0p0h states. Table IV shows that all three π = + states have significant π0f7/2 occupancy

with the highest being 71% for the lowest 7+ state. Promotion of a proton somewhat lower

in the shell is significant because an f7/2 proton and neutron can couple to 7�, whereas the

somewhat less energy costly (νf7/2)
2 configuration can only achieve spin 6�. Interestingly,

most of the extra neutron excitation in the 5+ state goes to 1p3/2 rather than 0f7/2, implying

a closeness of these two intruder orbitals.

For the states observed above 4 MeV, candidates with both 1p1h and 2p2h excitations

were considered in the calculations. The likely correspondences between the experimentally

observed states above 4 MeV and the predicted states are shown in Table IV. These corre-

spondences are consistent with the experimental spins and parities, decay modes, and the

systematics of fusion-evaporation reactions. The calculated states suggested to correspond

to the experimental ones are the lowest and next to lowest in energy of each spin. There are

good candidates for the observed states at 4587, 4833, 5966 and 6145 keV. The predictions

support the suggested spins and parities discussed in the analysis section. In particular,

we suggest to label the states at 4833 and 6145 keV as the yrast 8+ and 9+ (see Table

IV and Fig. 7). There is a good energy match between the observed 8420-keV state and

the lowest calculated 10+ state. However, the predicted second and third 9+ states are

below and above the measured 7779-keV state by over 700 keV. For this reason, we also

calculated possible correspondences involving 2p2h configurations. There are good energy

matches for the highest two experimental states with the predicted 9− and 10− 2p2h states,
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as shown in Table IV and Fig. 7. The lowest 1p1h 11+ and 2p2h 11− states lie at 11419 and

9366 keV, respectively, showing that neither is a candidate for the experimental 8420 keV

state. It is quite possible that unseen 2p2h states above 9 MeV feed preferentially 9− and

10− states at 7779 and 8420 keV as seen for the 5+, 6+, and 7+ triplet, but 1p1h configura-

tions and positive parity cannot be ruled out with the current data. The lack of a visible

E2 decay from the 8420 keV state provides circumstantial support for a 10− 2p2h assignment.

VI. SOME PROPERTIES OF 33P EXPLAINED BY THE FSU INTERACTION

In our previous publication on 33P [19], the structure was compared with shell model

calculations using the PSDPF [41] interaction. Although PSDPF was rather successful in

reproducing the observed states, it did not predict a suitable candidate for the suggested

spin 17/2 level at 10,106 keV. We have now calculated excited states of 33P using the FSU

interaction which are shown in Fig. 8. The low-energy positive-parity states calculated

by the PSDPF interaction have almost the same energies as those calculated using the

FSU interaction, because the sd part of both are based on USDB [39]. The predicted 1 �ω

intruder states are in good agreement with the experimental observations, but the states

from 4227 through 6936 keV were included in the fit. The positions of the 15/2− and 17/2−

levels are true predictions. The former lies within 150 keV of the suggested 15/2 state, but

the predicted 1p1h 17/2− state is almost 1.5 MeV higher than the experimental 10,106 keV

state. The lowest 0p0h 17/2+ state is predicted 5 MeV higher at 15,288 keV. A 2p2h config-

uration was suggested for this state [19], but that was beyond the capability of the PSDPF

interaction used in that work. We have now calculated the lowest 17/2+ state using the FSU

interaction which was not fitted to any 2p2h states. The result is 10,481 keV, 375 keV above

the experimental value. The predominant configuration is (πf7/2)
1 ⊗ (νf7/2)

1(νd3/2)
1 with

f7/2 occupancies of 0.88 and 1.00 for proton and neutron, respectively. This is essentially

an aligned configuration where the f7/2 proton and neutron are coupled to 7�, higher than

the maximum spin (6π) from two f7/2 neutrons. The additional 3/2 � of spin comes from

the remaining odd d3/2 neutron.

It is worth mentioning here that all the 2p2h calculations performed in this work are

14



unmixed, meaning that they are pure 2p2h and not mixed with the 0p0h configurations.

The configuration mixing will have an important effect when pure 0p0h and 2p2h results lie

close in energy. No significant mixing is expected for the lowest 17/2+ state since the 0p0p

and 2p2h ones lie 5 MeV apart.

Further test of the FSU interaction were made by comparing the measured lifetimes in

33P. Two relatively long half lives of 24 ps and 9.7 ps were previously reported [24] for

the 5453-keV, 9/2− and 5639-keV, 11/2− states in 33P, respectively. The lifetime of the

5453-keV, 9/2− level was hard to understand because it decays by a normally fast 1226-keV

M1/E2 transition. We have calculated the lifetimes of these and other states using the FSU

interaction with effective charges of 0.5 e and 1.5 e for neutrons and protons. The results

are shown in Table V. Overall agreement is reasonably good. The B(E2) strengths are

fairly typical, ranging from 1 to 8 Weisskopf units (W.u.), but the B(M1) rates are mostly

very weak. The weak M1 strengths explain some of the longer lifetimes, especially that of

the 1226-keV 9/2− → 7/2− transition. The abnormally (even for 33P) weak B(M1) for the

1226-keV decay may arise from the very different configurations of the two states shown in

Table VI. The 5453 keV state is an almost pure proton 1p1h excitation, while the 4227-keV

state is a mixed proton-neutron excitation.

VII. CALCULATIONS OF FULLY ALIGNED, INTRUDER STATES OF SOME

NEARBY EVEN-A CHLORINE ISOTOPES

It is interesting to compare the behavior of the 5− and 7+ cross-shell states in 38Cl with

the lighter, even-A neighboring chlorine isotopes, as shown in Fig. 9. The steady decrease

in excitation energy of the 1p1h 5− state with increasing N , even across the N = 20 shell

gap (as it becomes a 0p0h excitation), is tracked rather well by shell-model calculations

with the FSU interaction. The first 7+ states remain fairly constant when N < 20 and are

2p2h in nature and fall significantly at N = 21 to become 1p1h in configuration. The fully

aligned πf7/2 ⊗ νf7/2 configuration is strongly suggested in the calculated configurations of

the 7+ states by the nearly equal f7/2 proton and neutron occupations shown in Table VII

when one realizes that most intruder states in these N ≥ Z states are dominated by neu-
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tron excitations. These states of 34, 36Cl have been selectively populated in the 32, 34S(α, d)

reactions by �=6 transfer [42] and, hence, confirmed to be fully aligned states.

VIII. SUMMARY

Products of the reaction of a beam of 14C at 30 and 37 MeV on a 770 μg/cm2 self-

supporting 26Mg target were detected in an expanded version of the FSU γ detector array

in coincidence with an E −ΔE Si telescope at 0◦ relative to the beam. The proton-gated

γ-γ matrix allowed extending the known higher-spin level scheme of 38Cl from 3814 to 8420

keV. Measured DCO ratios and Compton-scattering polarization asymmetries established

spin-parity assignments to many of the states from 5+ to 9+.

The USDx family of shell-model interactions has proved valuable in understanding the

structure of lower-spin states in the sd shell, but not only are the maximum possible spins

limited, but even the highest spins possible come at too high an energy cost compared to

what is available from the f7/2 orbital. Also, with 21 neutrons, 38Cl lies outside the sd

model space. The fact that higher-spin states in sd shell nuclei necessarily involve cross-

shell excitations combined with the limitations of existing multi-shell interactions, led us

to undertake a new fit to the states over a wider range of nuclei from 13C to 49V and 51Ti,

leading to the FSU interaction.

The new FSU interaction has given more confidence in our interpretation of the structure

of 38Cl. It may not be surprising that the quadruplet of πd3/2⊗νf7/2 states (2
−, 5−, 3−, and

4−) were reproduced rather well since they were included in the states fitted, but the calcu-

lated (d, p) spectroscopic factors also agreed rather well with experiment. The assignments

of 5+, 6+, and 7+ made experimentally for the triplet of states around 3.5 MeV and the

good correspondence with calculated 1p1h ones illustrates how the electromagnetic decay

pattern can flow through a few non-yrast levels with configurations more similar to higher

states before reaching the yrast ones.

Although the FSU interaction was fitted to 0p0h and mainly 1p1h states, we also per-
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formed unmixed 2p2h calculations for higher spin states. The energy of the 17/2 � level in

33P did not agree well wit the calculated 1p1h value in a previous paper [19]. The energy

calculated using the FSU interaction for the 1p1h 17/2− state was also nearly 1.5 MeV too

high, but that calculated for a 2p2h 17/2+ state was only 375 keV above experiment and

is a more likely candidate. Lifetime calculations with the FSU interaction for some states

in 33P agree relatively well with experiment and show that an anomalously long lifetime

results from a very weak B(M1) value due to configuration change in the decay.

The lowest 7+ states in a number of even A Cl nuclei have been interpreted as arising

from the fully aligned or stretched πf7/2 ⊗ νf7/2 configuration. Although this state has

a 1p1h configuration relative to the g.s. in 38Cl, it involves 2p2h excitations for 34, 36Cl

where these 7+ stretched states have been observed experimentally in (α, d) reactions. The

calculations with the FSU interaction reproduce the experimental energies rather well and

show almost equal proton and neutron f7/2 occupancies required by the stretched condition.

The FSU multi-shell interaction has worked relatively well in the cases tested here and

will be used in future analyses in this mass region.
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TABLE I – Continued from previous page

Ex (keV) Eγ (keV) Jπ
i Jπ

f Mult.

1308.0 (1) 4− 2−

1616.6 (8) 308.6 (8) 3− 4−

860.7 (8) 3− 3−

1784.2 (5) 1029.1 (2) 4(−) 3− (E1)

3351.8 (8) 1567.2 (17) 5+ 4(−) (E1)

2043.5 (3) 5+ 4− E1

2680.2 (3) 5+ 5− E1

3643.2 (10) 291.6 (3) 6+ 5+ M1

2971.8 (13) 6+ 5− E1

3813.7 (11) 170.7 (3) 7+ 6+ M1

3142.1 (13) 7+ 5− M2

4587.1 (15) 773.4 (7)

4833.3 (15) 1019.5 (3) 8(+) 7+ (M1)

1190.1 (4) 8(+) 6+ (E2)

5966.4 (17) 1133.1 (5) (7, 8, 9) 8(+)

6144.7 (21) 1311.3 (10) 9+ 8(+) M1

2331.2 (23) 9+ 7+ E2

7779.4 (40) 1632.9 (34)

1816.1 (3)

8419.8 (3) 2275.1 (8) 9+
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TABLE II. Comparison of the experimentally observed negative parity states of 38Cl to the pre-

dicted states using FSU interaction. The measured spectroscopic factors were taken from Ref.

[11].

Jπ
Energy (keV) Theoretical Occupancy S. F. : � = 1 S. F. : � = 3

EXP Th πs1/2 πd3/2 νf7/2 νp3/2 EXP a Th EXP a Th

2− 0 0 1.89 1.17 0.95 0.04 0.12 0.03 3.60 4.6

5− 671 548 1.92 1.14 1.00 0.00 7.50 10.62

3− 755 732 1.88 1.19 0.89 0.11 0.56 0.63 3.80 5.83

4− 1309 1273 1.80 1.28 0.95 0.04 5.90 7.54

3− 1617 1559 1.64 1.43 0.40 0.60 2.00 4.16 0.61

4− 1784 1903 1.10 2.01 0.99 0.00 0.94b 0.77

3− 2748 2568 1.27 1.84 0.72 0.27 1.90 1.86 0.004
a Ref [11]
b assumed Jπ = 3−

TABLE III. Comparison of observed and calculated half lives of some excited states of 38Cl. The

measured half lives were taken from the Ref. [24]. The effective charges for proton and neutron

used in the calculation are 1.5 e and 0.5 e respectively.

Observed Ex (keV) Measured half life (ps) a Calculated half life (ps)

755 0.220 (37) 1.04

1309 0.37 (6) 0.80

1617 1.52 (14) 1.63

1784 0.066 (15) 0.20
a Ref. [24]
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TABLE IV. Comparison of the experimentally observed states and the suggested intruder states

calculated with the FSU interaction. The π = + states are from 1p1h calculations and the π = - are

from 2p2h ones. Parentheses in the experimental energies indicate uncertainty in the experimental

spin-parity assignments.

Jπ
Energy (keV) Theoretical Occupancy

EXP Th πs1/2 πd3/2 πf7/2 πp3/2 νs1/2 νd3/2 νf7/2 νp3/2

5+ 3352 3525 1.71 0.93 0.42 0.07 1.97 3.57 1.01 0.43

6+ 3643 3884 1.80 1.00 0.34 0.00 1.95 3.48 1.52 0.05

7+ 3814 3861 1.76 0.67 0.71 0.01 1.94 3.83 1.18 0.03

6+ 4471 1.77 1.31 0.08 0.00 1.93 3.22 1.82 0.03

7+ (4587) 4797 1.64 1.23 0.26 0.01 1.78 3.56 1.58 0.04

8+ 4833 5057 1.69 1.35 0.12 0.00 1.91 3.27 1.81 0.01

8+ (5966) 5927 1.49 1.29 0.34 0.00 1.94 3.48 1.39 0.17

9+ 6145 5971 1.85 1.26 0.04 0.00 1.99 3.11 1.89 0.01

8+ 6056 1.25 1.75 0.17 0.00 1.97 3.26 1.68 0.08

9+ (7779) 6917 1.06 1.31 0.78 0.00 1.99 3.83 1.17 0.01

9+ (7779) 8513 0.84 2.02 0.35 0.00 1.90 3.52 1.56 0.02

10+ (8420) 8583 1.11 2.09 0.01 0.00 1.96 3.11 1.94 0.01

11+ 11413 1.95 1.46 0.64 0.00 2.00 3.68 1.33 0.00

9− (7779) 7506 1.52 1.80 0.05 0.00 1.53 2.79 2.74 0.10

10− (8420) 8349 1.30 1.08 0.91 0.02 1.88 3.13 1.86 0.09

11− 9366 1.43 0.93 0.89 0.02 1.92 3.10 1.88 0.06
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TABLE V. Comparison of observed [24] and calculated (FSU interaction) half lives of some excited

states of 33P. The effective charges for proton and neutron used in the calculation are 1.5 e and 0.5

e, respectively.

Eex (keV) Eγ (keV) B(M1) (mW.u.) B(E2) (W.u.) Overall T1/2 (ps) EXP T1/2 (ps)a

1432 1432 1.61 7.70 1.50 0.43 (7)

1848
1848 0 6.11

0.67 0.77 (11)
416 17.2 0.94

5453 1226 0.45 1.52 14 24 (5)

5639
186 190 1.78

8.8 9.7 (14)
1412 0 1.20

6936 1298 32.3 2.17 0.42
a Ref. [24]

TABLE VI. πf7/2 and νf7/2 occupation numbers representing the configurations of the 1�ω 7/2−,

9/2− and 11/2− states of 33P.

EXP (keV) FSU (keV) πf7/2 νf7/2

4227 4309 0.32 0.48

5453 5493 0.83 0.09

5639 5809 0.90 0.05

TABLE VII. Occupation number of πf7/2 and νf7/2 orbitals; representing the configurations of 7+

states of some even A chlorine isotopes.

Isotopes EXP (keV) FSU (keV) πf7/2 νf7/2

34Cl 5315 5477 0.89 0.89

36Cl 5313 5488 0.87 0.98

38Cl 3814 3861 0.71 1.18
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γ

FIG. 1. The experimental RDCO values for γ transitions of 38Ar and 38Cl isotopes in different

gates. Since the multipolarity of the transitions of 670 (M1) and 1822 (E1) keV of 38Ar are well

established [24], we have presented the measured RDCO as a test case.
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γ

Δ

FIG. 2. Polarization asymmetry of γ transitions in 38Cl, 24Mg, and 38Ar. 24Mg points are included

in the figure to show the polarization sensitivity of the clover detectors. The two transitions in

38Ar at energies of 670 and 1822 keV are magnetic and electric in nature, respectively, according

to the literature [24] verifying the current analysis.
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FIG. 3. The level scheme of 38Cl established from the current analysis. States and transitions in red

(gray) have been observed for the first time. The spins in the figure are from the current analysis

and also from the literature [24]. The arrow widths are proportional to the relative intensities of

the γ-ray transitions normalized to the 292 keV transition. Those with less than 5% intensity are

drawn with the same width.
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γ γ

γ

FIG. 4. Doppler corrected, proton gated, γ ray coincidence spectra. (a) Gate around the 292 keV

transition shows a number of new γ transitions. The new γ peaks are in red (gray). (b)(c) Reverse

gated spectra confirming the new transitions.
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γ

FIG. 5. Experimental RDCO values for γ transitions of 38Cl in the 2331 keV gate. In Fig. 1 it is

shown that 2331-keV γ transition is of quadrupole type. In this gate, the RDCO values for diopole

transitions are ∼ 0.5 and close to 1 for quadrupole transitions.
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FIG. 6. Chart of the isotopes whose energy states were fitted to develop the FSU interaction.

The number in each box is the mass number of an isotope and that within the parenthesis is the

number of energy levels compiled for the corresponding isotope.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental observations for 38Cl to the shell-model calculations

using FSU interaction. The experimental levels in red (gray) are newly observed in the current

analysis.
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FIG. 8. Yrast states of 33P (Ref. [19]) are compared to the results of shell model calculations

using the FSU interaction. Note that the 10481 17/2+ state is calculated for a 2p2h configuration.

The lowest 0p0h 17/2+ is calculated to lie at 15288 keV.
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FIG. 9. Comparisons of some intruder states of even chlorine isotopes with the predicted levels

employing FSU interaction. All of the negative parity, but none of the positive parity, excited

states were included in the fit for the FSU interaction.
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